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The following is an account of my firsthand experience of driving and renting a Nissan Leaf 
from Enterprise Rental Car in Honolulu, HI:

This past May, I decided to rent a Nissan Leaf as an alternative to my standard rental car for my 
business trip use.  As I was greeted at the rental car counter, I asked if any electric vehicles were 
available to be rented.  The agent informed me that the Leaf was available and quoted me the 
rate of $14.95 additional per day over my economy car that I reserved.

Besides the standard additional coverage and fuel option questions, I was asked how familiar I 
was with the Leaf and where I was traveling while staying in Oahu.  I was also handed a detailed 
list of charging stations available in Hawaii with over fifty locations on Oahu.  My rental agent 
located the most fully charged vehicle from the six Leafs plugged into the charging stations and 
briefed me on how to use the electric vehicle features.  As an option, I was informed that I could 
swap out my vehicle at any Enterprise location for a fully charged vehicle up to six times during 
my contracted rental time.

I loaded my bags into the car and jumped into the driver’s seat.  I felt a strange feeling of being 
giddy and excited about driving a unique vehicle that was much different from every other car on 
the road.  It was like riding that first bike you never rode before.

As I exited the parking lot, I already loved the quiet movement of this car.  My range gauge 
was showing that I had about 80 miles to travel.  I was very cautious to drive extra light footed 
to maximize my range.  I even found the economy mode option that would add about ten extra 
miles to my range at the sacrifice of quick takeoffs and nimble road manners.

When I arrived at my customer’s location, I was down to about fifty remaining miles.  To 
my surprise, I found that the Kaiser Hospital where I was working had a charging station that 
was not listed on the charging list.  I was able to plug-in while working at the Hospital.  This 
was a great benefit and gave my car full charge and me the confidence of not worrying about 
my driving range.  Later that night, I found a charging location at the Marriott Waikiki Beach 
Hotel across the street from my Hotel.  I was allowed to park and charge my vehicle for free 
at the Marriott during my stay.  This was another great bonus to save parking fees in Waikiki, 
especially considering that I was not even a guest at their hotel.

The next day I made the mistake of missing my exit off the Pali Highway that is a limited 
access highway with a steep upgrade into the mountains.  My ninety plus mile range quickly 
disappeared to forty-five miles in less than three miles.  I learned my first lesson in electric car 
range… don’t believe it 100%.  I was able to find a turnoff and re-gained about twenty-five miles 



of range while regenerating downhill.  I was able to make it back to my customer with about fifty 
miles on my range gauge.  As fate would have it, the charging station at the hospital was being 
used.  I had to check back later in the day to get access to the charging station.  After leaving my 
job, I drove back to the Marriott to park and charge.

My overall experience was very positive and allowed me the opportunity to appreciate the real 
world electric vehicle driving realities.  

 

Below are listed some weaknesses and strengths that I wanted to highlight based my electric 
vehicle observations.

Weaknesses:

● Range:

I was always thinking about where I could get my next charge.  The need to plug-in daily 
is a problem for a rental car patron.  100 miles is not enough range to offer piece of mind 
of skipping or forgetting to plug your vehicle in daily.  It could be compared to stopping 
for gas everyday. A solar trickle charger to add some range without plugging-in might 
be a good option.  This range challenge is most noticeable in the rental car market where 
you do not have a home base to charge.

● Terrain Challenged:

Vehicle range decreases dramatically when going up a steep grade.

 

Strengths:

● No Noise:  Quiet Ride with slight whirl of the electric motors.
● No Pollution or Smell: Feels great to drive such a clean machine!
● Nimble and Quick:  Just plain fun to drive.
● You feel like a celebrity:  Lot of people pointing and hearing comments like:  “Hey isn’t that 

one of those electric cars?”
● Free Charging & Parking:  Get it while you can… won’t last forever.

 

Final comment:  

This is the future of cars.  The technology will only get better with time.  Good job Nissan,  the 
Leaf is a great introduction Electric Vehicle.

 

 

 

For more stories like this, visit Maui Electric Vehicle Alliance website at http://www.mauieva.org
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